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We perform network analysis of a system described by the master equation to estimate the lower
bound of the steady-state current noise, starting from the level 2.5 large deviation function and
using the graph theory approach. When the transition rates are uniform, and the system is driven
to a non-equilibrium steady state by unidirectional transitions, we derive a noise lower bound, which
accounts for fluctuations of sojourn times at all states and is expressed using mesh currents. This
bound is applied to the uncertainty in the signal-to-noise ratio of the fluctuating computation time
of a schematic Brownian computation plus reset process described by a graph containing one cycle.
Unlike the mixed and pseudo-entropy bounds that increase logarithmically with the length of the
intended computation path, this bound depends on the number of extraneous predecessors and thus
captures the logical irreversibility.

I. INTRODUCTION

The thermodynamic uncertainty relation (TUR) pro-
vides a universal trade-off between precision and dissi-
pation [1]. In the last decade, the TUR and its rela-
tives—the trade-off relation and speed limits—have been
discussed from various perspectives, e.g., Ref. [2]. Among
these, the TUR has been applied to Bayes nets [3] and
Brownian computation models [4]. Such networks, typi-
cally large-scale, possess information processing capabili-
ties, making them intriguing subjects from novel aspects
of the thermodynamics of computation [5, 6]. However,
the TUR bound is anticipated to be weak for large net-
works because it is formulated in quantities, such as en-
tropy production and activities, that increase as the sys-
tem size grows. Therefore, tightening the bound is neces-
sary for the practical application of TUR to computation
models extended to include dynamics.

Graph theory is a well-established tool for analyzing
electric circuit networks [7–10]. The network is alge-
braically treated using the circuit matrices, i.e., the in-
cidence matrix, the cycle (loop) matrix, and the cut-
set matrix. This approach aims to systematically re-
duce the number of free coordinates in the circuit equa-
tions or Lagrangians [10]. In the present paper, we per-
form a network analysis of a directed multigraph describ-
ing a Markov chain in the steady state. Such a graph
can describe the Brownian computation plus reset pro-
cess [4, 11].

For this purpose, we go back to the level 2.5 large de-
viation function adopted in early TUR studies [12–20].
The level 2.5 large deviation function provides the joint
probability distribution of the numbers of jumps at all
arcs and the sojourn times at all nodes in the limit of
long measurement time. It derives a formally exact ex-
pression of the probability distribution of steady-state
current, thus serving as a solid starting point for the net-
work analysis. We derive a lower bound of the current
noise when considering both bidirectional and unidirec-
tional transition processes with uniform transition rates.
The importance of network topology has been recognized

in the studies of the steady-state TUR [16–18] and the
level 2.5 large deviation theory [12, 13] in connection to
the steady-state fluctuation theorem [21]. These studies
have focused on the universal aspect, while in the present
paper, we emphasize practical application to large net-
works, especially to the Brownian computation model.
A secondary purpose of the paper is to provide an ele-

mentary derivation of the level 2.5 large deviation func-
tion based on the full-counting statistics (FCS) [22, 23].
The original derivation is rigorous and intricate [12, 13].
We aim for our derivation to be an accessible introduc-
tion to this concept for the mesoscopic quantum trans-
port community and to make this paper self-contained
simultaneously.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II,

we re-derive the level 2.5 large deviation function us-
ing the FCS approach and summarize previously known
noise lower bounds. This section also introduces nota-
tions, which we use for our graph theoretical analysis.
Section III explains our contributions: After introducing
the circuit matrices, we derive a lower bound of current
noise by duality transformation for systems with uniform
transition rates. In Sec. IV, we apply our bound to a
schematic Brownian computation model. Section V sum-
marizes our results.

II. LEVEL 2.5 RATE FUNCTION AND TUR

A. FCS approach

The state transition diagram of a continuous-time
Markov chain is a directed multigraph Gm = (V,Em),
where the set of nodes V and the set of arcs (directed
edges) Em represent states and transitions, respectively.
We focus on a connected graph with a unique steady state
for simplicity. The direction of an arc corresponds to the
direction of a transition. We write the arc e ∈ Em from
the tail node v+ ∈ V to the head node v− ∈ V as a tuple
e = (v− ← v+). The boundary operator ∂± maps the arc
to the node as ∂±e = v±. The positive (negative) inci-
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dence matrix is defined as, D±v,e = δv,∂±e. The incidence

matrix is D = D+−D−. We denote the reversed arc of e
as −e = (v+ ← v−), which satisfies, D±v,−e = D∓v,e. The
master equation is,

ṅv = −
∑

e∈Em

Dv,eae(nv) , (1)

ae(nv) =
∑

v∈V
ΓeD

+
v,env = Γen∂+e , (2)

where nv is the state probability of node v ∈ V , and
Γe > 0 is the transition rate associated to arc e.

We introduce the number of transitions through each
arc e in its direction, We, and the sojourn time at each
node v, τv. Their joint probability distribution function
during the measurement time τ is,

Pτ ({We}, {τv}) =
∫ ∏

e∈Em

dλe
2π

∏

v∈V

dξv
2π
Zτ ({iλe}, {iξv})

× e−i
∑

e∈Em
λeWe−i

∑
v∈V ξvτv , (3)

where λe and ξv are the counting fields for currents [22]
and dwell times [23]. In the limit of long measure-
ment time τ , Zτ ({iλe}, {iξv}) ≈ eτΛ({iλe},{iξv}), where
Λ({iλe}, {iξv}) is the eigenvalue of the modified (tilted)
transition rate matrix,

Lv,v′ =
∑

e∈Em

Γe

(
D−v,ee

iλeD+
v′,e −D+

v,eD
+
v′,e

)
+ iξvδv,v′ ,

(4)

with the maximum real part. Then, within the
saddle point approximation, lnPτ ({We}, {τv}) ≈
τI({we}, {nv}), where the rate function is,

I({we}, {nv}) = sup
xe,yv∈R

(
Λ({xe}, {yv})

−
∑

e∈Em

xewe −
∑

v∈V
yvnv

)
. (5)

The flux we =We/τ and the node state probability nv =
τv/τ satisfy the Kirchhoff current law (KCL) and the
normalization condition, respectively:

∑

e∈Em

Dv,ewe =0 , (6)

∑

v∈V
nv =1 , (0 ≤ nv ≤ 1). (7)

We introduce the orthonormalized right and left eigen-
vectors associated with the eigenvalue Λ as,

∑

v′∈V
Lv,v′u

R
v′ = ΛuRv ,

∑

v∈V
uLvLv,v′ = uLv′Λ . (8)

By noticing that uLv and uRv are orthonormalized
and are the functions of xe and yv, the change

of eigenvalue induced by small variations δxe and
δyv is calculated as, δΛ =

∑
v,v′∈V u

L
v δLv,v′u

R
v′ =∑

e∈Em
δxeΓee

xeuL∂−eu
R
∂+e +

∑
v∈V δyvu

L
v u

R
v . By using

this we find that the maximum in Eq. (5) is achieved
when xe and yv implicitly fulfill,

nv = uLv u
R
v , xe = ln

we

ae(nv)
+
∑

v∈V
Dv,e lnu

L
v . (9)

By substituting these solutions into Eq. (5) and using the
KCL (6), we obtain the level 2.5 large deviation function:

I({we}, {nv}) =
∑

e∈Em

ae(nv)ψ

(
we

ae(nv)

)
, (10)

ψ(x) =x− 1− x lnx . (11)

B. Bidirectional and unidirectional processes

The set of arcs is partitioned into mutually dis-
joint sets of arcs for unidirectional transitions Euni =
{e|e ∈ Em ∧ −e /∈ Em} and bidirectional transitions
Ebi = {e|e ∈ Em ∧ −e ∈ Em} as Em = Euni ∪ Ebi and
Euni ∩ Ebi = ∅. The set for bidirectional transitions is
further partitioned into the sets for forward transitions
Eb and backward transitions Eb as Ebi = Eb ∪ Eb and
Eb ∩ Ēb = ∅. Here and hereafter, we use the overline
to represent the set of reversed arcs, A = {−e|e ∈ A}.
In the following, we limit ourselves to the case that
there exists Eb so that an oriented graph G = (V,E =
Euni ∪ Eb) contains a directed rooted spanning tree,
T = (V (T ) = V,E(T )). For e ∈ Eb, we introduce anti-
symmetrized and symmetrized fluxes, je = we−w−e and
ge = we + w−e, and integrate out the latter,

∑

e∈Eb

sup
ge∈R

(
aeψ

(
ge + je
2ae

)
+ a−e ψ

(
ge − je
2a−e

))
. (12)

This can be done (see e.g. Ref. [18]) and the result is,

I({je}, {nv}) =
∑

e∈Eb

2ψbi

(
je

2
√
aea−e

,
je(nv)

2
√
aea−e

)

×√aea−e +
∑

e∈Euni

ae ψ

(
je
ae

)
, (13)

ψbi(x, y) =
√
1 + x2 −

√
1 + y2

− x
(
sinh−1 x− sinh−1 y

)
. (14)

Here we write je = we > 0 for e ∈ Euni and introduced,
je(nv) = ae(nv) − a−e(nv). The KCL (6) for the edge
current becomes,

∑

e∈E
Dv,eje = 0 . (15)

The steady-state edge current je(n
st
v ), where n

st
v is the

node state probability in the steady-state, satisfies the
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KCL. The rate function (13) takes the maximum at je =
je(n

st
v ) and nv = nstv as I({je(nstv )}, {nstv }) = 0.

The node state probabilities in the steady state can be
calculated using Kirchhoff-Hill theorem [24–26]:

nstv =
1

Z

Mv∑

µ=1

∏

e∈E(Tµ
v (G))

Γe . (16)

Here Tµ
v (G) (µ = 1, · · · ,Mv) is the v-directed spanning

tree and Z is the normalization constant. Mv is the num-
ber of distinct v-directed spanning trees.

C. Mixed and pseudo-entropy bounds

We are interested in the probability distribution of the
weighted sum of the edge currents,

w =
∑

e∈E
deje , (de ∈ R) , (17)

which is obtained by contraction,

τ−1 lnPτ (w) = I(w) = sup
je∈R,nv∈[0,1]

I({je}, {nv}) , (18)

subjected to the constraints (7), (15) and (17). The rate
function I(w) takes the maximum at the average ⟨⟨w⟩⟩ =∑

e∈E deje(n
st
v ).

We introduce a parameter representing the devia-
tion from the average, ϵ = w/⟨⟨w⟩⟩ − 1. Then by
substituting nv = nstv and je = je(n

st
v )(ϵ + 1) to

Eq. (18) and by using the inequalities ψbi(x, y) ≥ −(x−
y)2
(
sinh−1 y

)
/(2y) [15], and (Appendix A),

ψ(x) ≥ − (x− 1)2

2
+

(x− 1)3

6
− (x− 1)4

3
, (19)

we obtain the mixed bound [27, 28]:

I(w) ≥− ϵ2

2
Σmix +

∑

e∈Euni

ae(n
st
v )ψ

(3,4)(w/⟨⟨w⟩⟩) , (20)

Σmix =
1

2

∑

e∈Eb

je(n
st
v ) ln

ae(n
st
v )

a−e(nstv )
+
∑

e∈Euni

ae(n
st
v ) , (21)

where ψ(3,4) is the cubic and quartic terms of the right-
hand side of Eq. (19). Equation (20) applies to all cumu-
lants.

In the following, we focus on the second cumulant
and utilize edge current and state probability vectors for
concise presentations. We refer to T ∗ as the cotree of
T , which contains arcs not in T , E(T ) ∪ E(T ∗) = E
and E(T ) ∩ E(T ∗) = ∅. Hereafter, the number of el-
ements of a set A is denoted as |A|. The edge cur-

rent vector j =
[
jt jc

]T ∈ R|E| is an |E| compo-

nent real vector. Here jt =
[
jt1 , · · · , jt|E(T )|

]T
and

jc =
[
jc1 , · · · , jc|E(T∗)|

]T
are defined on twigs (arcs of the

directed rooted spanning tree T ) t1, · · · , t|E(T )| ∈ E(T )
and on chords (arcs of the cotree T ∗) c1, · · · , c|E(T∗)| ∈
E(T ∗), respectively. The state probability vector n ∈
R|V | is n =

[
nv1 , · · · , nv|V |

]T
, where, v1, · · · , v|V | ∈ V .

A small deviation ϵ≪ 1 shifts the maximizing param-
eters as,

j =j(nst
v ) + j⊥ϵ+ j(2)ϵ2/2 + · · · , (22)

n =nst + ϕϵ+ n(2)ϵ2/2 + · · · . (23)

By substituting them into Eq. (18) and expanding up to
second order in ϵ, we obtain, I(w) ≈ −ϵ2⟨⟨w⟩⟩2/(2⟨⟨w2⟩⟩),
where [29],

⟨⟨w⟩⟩2
⟨⟨w2⟩⟩ = inf

j⊥∈J(1),ϕ∈P (1)

(
j⊥ − j (ϕ)

)T
G−1

(
j⊥ − j (ϕ)

)
.

(24)

The inverse of diagonal weight matrix is G = diag g(nst)
and ge(nv) = ae(nv) + a−e(nv). Here and hereafter, we
set Γ−e = 0 for e ∈ Euni. The constraints (7), (15) and
(17) are,

J (1) =
{
j⊥ ∈ R|E|

∣∣∣
(
⟨⟨w⟩⟩ = dT j⊥

)
∧
(
j⊥ ∈ kerD

)}
,

(25)

P (1) =
{
ϕ ∈ R|V |

∣∣∣1Tϕ = 0
}
, (26)

where d ∈ R|E|, D ∈ R|V |×|E| and 1 is a real vector
whose entries are 1s.

By setting ϕ = 0 and j⊥ = j(nst), Eq. (24) naturally
leads to the pseudo-entropy bound [28]:

⟨⟨w⟩⟩2
⟨⟨w2⟩⟩ ≤ Σpseudo =

∑

e∈E

(je(n
st
v ))

2

Γenst∂+e + Γ−enst∂−e
. (27)

Equation (24) is a quadratic optimization problem in
|E| + |V | parameters subjected to the constraints (25)
and (26). On the other hand, Eqs. (21) and (27) im-
ply that the bound depends on the length of cycles. In
the following section, we will systematically reduce the
number of free parameters.

III. LOWER BOUND OF CURRENT NOISE

A. Circuit matrices

We summarize circuit matrices relevant to our net-
work analysis (see, e.g., Refs. [7, 8] and Appendices of
Ref. [10]). We write a fundamental cycle Ce1 of length
ℓ as a tuple, a sequence of one chord e1 ∈ E(T ∗)
and ℓ − 1 twigs e2, e3, · · · , eℓ ∈ E(T ) or reversed ones

e2, e3, · · · , eℓ ∈ E(T ):

Ce1 = (eℓ, · · · , e3, e2, e1) . (28)
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The head and tail of adjacent arcs, en and en+1, (n =
1, · · · , ℓ − 1) share the same node ∂−en = ∂+en+1. The
first and last arcs satisfy the periodic boundary con-
dition ∂−eℓ = ∂+e1. The fundamental cycle matrix
B ∈ R|E(T∗)|×|E| indicates which arcs are included in
each of |E(T ∗)| fundamental cycles:

B =
[
−F T I|E(T∗)|

]
, (29)

where I|E(T∗)| is a |E(T ∗)| × |E(T ∗)| unit matrix and

F ∈ R|E(T )|×|E(T∗)|,

(F )t,c = 1Cc(−t)− 1Cc(t) , (30)

for c ∈ E(T ∗) and t ∈ E(T ). The indicator function
1A(a) equals 1 if a ∈ A and equals 0 if a /∈ A .
There is a unique directed path from the root v0 to a

node v along the directed rooted spanning tree T , which
we write as a sequence of twigs e1, e2, · · · eℓ ∈ E(T ) as,

Pv←v0 = (eℓ, · · · , e2, e1) . (31)

Here ℓ is the length of the path. Similar to the cycle,
the head and tail of adjacent arcs share the same node.
The two endpoints are ∂+e1 = v0 and ∂−eℓ = v. We
introduce a root-to-node path matrix S ∈ R|V |×|E(T )| as
a variant of the node-to-datum path matrix [7–9],

(S)v,t = 1Pv←v0
(t) , (32)

which is 1(0) if a twig t ∈ E(T ) is in (not in) the path
from the root v0 to the node v. The fundamental cutset
matrix Q ∈ R|E(T )|×|E| is then introduced as (Appendix
B),

−STD = Q =
[
I|E(T )| F

]
, (33)

which implies that S acts as the line integral along the
directed rooted spanning tree. The fundamental cutset
is a minimal set of arcs consisting of one twig and zero
or more chords that is the boundary of two regions. Its
(t, e) component is 1(−1) if an arc e is in the fundamental
cutset with respect to the twig t and bridges the two
regions in the same (opposite) direction of the twig t.
The incidence matrix and the cycle matrix satisfy (Ap-

pendix B),

DBT =0|V |×|E(T∗)| , (34)

BDT =0|E(T∗)|×|V | , (35)

where, for example, 0|V |×|E(T∗)| is a |V | × |E(T ∗)| zero
matrix. The cutset matrix satisfies similar relations:

QBT =0|E(T )|×|E(T∗)| , (36)

BQT =0|E(T∗)|×|E(T )| . (37)

Equalities (34), (35), (36) and (37) indicates,

imBT ⊆ kerD, kerQ , (38)

imDT , imQT ⊆ kerB . (39)

The first (second) inclusion relation corresponds to that
between groups of (co)boundaries and (co)cycles [30]. In-
tuitively, Eqs. (35) and (37) correspond to curl (grad) = 0
in the vector analysis.

B. Duality transformation

In the following, we limit ourselves to the uniform tran-
sition rates,

Γe = Γ = 1 , (e ∈ Em) . (40)

In this case, the unidirectional transitions drive the sys-
tem out of equilibrium. In Eq. (24), j (ϕ) can be sepa-
rated into the ‘curl-free’ component DTϕ ∈ imDT and
the source term coming from the unidirectional transi-
tions:

j (ϕ) = DTϕ+ΠD−Tϕ , Π =
∑

e∈Euni

eTe ee . (41)

where ee ∈ R|E| is a unit vector, (ee)e′ = δe,e′ . One can

check ϕ =
(
11T /|V | − I|V |

)
Sν, where ν ∈ R|E(T )|, sat-

isfies the constraint (26). By substituting it into Eq. (41),
we obtain,

j(ϕ) =Φ−1QTν , (42)

Φ−1 =I|E| +
∑

e′∈Euni

[
ee′Ω

T
e′ 0|E|×|E(T∗)|

]
, (43)

where Ωe ∈ R|E(T )| is,

(Ωe)t =|V (T∂−t)|/|V | − 1P∂−e←v0
(t) . (44)

Here, T∂−t is a subtree rooted at ∂−t obtained by cutting
the directed rooted spanning tree T by removing the arc
t. The number of nodes in this subtree is |V (T∂−t)| =∑

v∈V (S)v,t. For explicit form of Φ, see Appendix C.

We perform the duality transformation [31], which is in
the present context, integrating out the ‘curl-free’ com-
ponent QTν by introducing the auxiliary field J ∈ R|E|
to Eq. (24) as,
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⟨⟨w⟩⟩2
⟨⟨w2⟩⟩ = inf

j⊥∈J(1)(w),ν∈R|E(T )|
sup

J∈R|E|

(
−
(
J −G−1i

)T
G
(
J −G−1i

)
+ iTG−1i

)
(45)

= inf
j⊥∈J(1)(w),ν∈R|E(T )|

sup
J∈R|E|

(
−JTGJ + 2JT j⊥ − 2JTΦ−1QTν

)
, (46)

where i = j⊥ − j (ϕ). Equation (46) is equivalent to,

⟨⟨w⟩⟩2
⟨⟨w2⟩⟩ = inf

j⊥∈J(1)(w)
sup

J∈R|E|

(
−JTGJ + 2JT j⊥

)
, (47)

subjected to the constraint, Φ−1TJ ∈ kerQ, imposed
by the Lagrange multiplier vector ν. From Eq. (38), the
replacement of Φ−1TJ with BTA ∈ imBT , where A ∈
R|E(T∗)| is the mesh current vector, leads to

⟨⟨w⟩⟩2
⟨⟨w2⟩⟩ ≤ inf

j⊥∈J(1)
sup

A∈R|E(T∗)|

(
−ATG2A+ 2ATBΦj⊥

)
,

(48)

G2 = BΦGΦTBT . (49)

We find the maximizing A by solving G2A = BΦj⊥.
Then the right-hand side of Eq. (48) becomes,

inf
j⊥∈J(1)

(
j⊥TΦTBTG−12 BΦj⊥

)
. (50)

The replacement of j⊥ ∈ kerD with BTf ∈ imBT leads
to the main result of the paper, the lower-bound of cur-
rent noise:

⟨⟨w⟩⟩2
⟨⟨w2⟩⟩ ≤ inf

f∈F (w)

(
fTBΦTBTG−12 BΦBTf

)
, (51)

F (w) =
{
f ∈ R|E(T∗)|

∣∣∣⟨⟨w⟩⟩ = dTBTf
}
. (52)

Eventually, we reduce to a quadratic optimization prob-
lem in mesh currents fc (c ∈ E(T ∗)) subjected to a linear
constraint. In contrast to the mixed and pseudo-entropy
bounds obtained by fixing ϕ = 0, this expression ac-
counts for fluctuations of sojourn times at all nodes.

IV. APPLICATION: BROWNIAN
COMPUTATION

We apply Eq. (51) to the Brownian computation pro-
cess schematically depicted as tree graphs (see Fig.10 of
Ref. [5]). Figures 1 (a) and (b) show such graphs whose
nodes represent logical states. In each panel, the bot-
tom nodes are possible input states, and the top node
corresponds to the output state. The computation pro-
ceeds from bottom to top, and the branching represents
the logical irreversibility. In each panel, solid arcs con-
stitute a directed rooted spanning tree T = (V,E(T )).
The computation starts from the start state, v0 = i,

which we take as the root, to the output state vℓ = f.
There is an intended computation path with length ℓ,
v0 → v1 → · · · → vℓ [thick solid arcs in panels (a) and
(b)],

Pvℓ←v0 = (tℓ, tℓ−1 · · · , t1) , (53)

where td = (vd ← vd−1). From each node on the in-
tended computation path, a subtree Td rooted at the
node vd grows [shaded parts in panel (a)]. The set of
nodes is then V = ∪ℓd=0V (Td), where V (T0) = {v0}. The
nodes, except for the roots of the subtrees, represent ex-
traneous predecessors; leaf nodes are either possible input
states [bottom nodes in panels (a) and (b)] or ‘garden-of-
Eden’ states with no predecessors [hatched nodes in panel
(b)] [5]. All solid arcs are for bidirectional processes:

E(T ) = Eb = {t1, · · · , tℓ} ∪ℓd=0 E(Td) , (54)

where E(T0) = ∅.
The dotted arc in each panel is a chord c representing

the unidirectional reset process. The intended computa-
tion path and the reset path constitute a cycle:

Cc = (tℓ, · · · , t1, c) . (55)

The reset current is measured at the chord de = δe,c. We
assume that there is no other chord, i.e., E(T ∗) = Euni =
{c}. Consequently, no free parameter exists in Eq. (51).
We focus on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the

probability distribution of the computation time, which
we define as the first passage time [4, 11], being upper
bounded by TUR [4, 19, 20, 32]. The Fano factor of
reset current and the SNR for W resets are related as,
S/N =

√
W ⟨⟨w⟩⟩/⟨⟨w2⟩⟩ [4].

From Eq. (51), the lower bound of the Fano factor is
obtained as (Appendix D),

⟨⟨w2⟩⟩
⟨⟨w⟩⟩ ≥

ℓ∑

d=0

(2ℓ− 2d+ 1)

(
Nd∑ℓ
d=0Nd

)2

+

ℓ∑

d=0

2(ℓ− d+ 1)
∑

e∈E(Td)

(
|V (T∂−e)|∑ℓ

d=0Nd

)2

,

(56)

where Nd =
∑d

d′=0 |V (Td′)| is monotonically increasing
in d. The bound depends on the detailed structure of
subtrees T (vd). In the following, we present analytic ex-
pressions for two examples.
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FIG. 1. Graphs for schematic Brownian computation plus re-
set process. Solid arcs constitute the directed rooted spanning
tree rooted at v0 = i, which is the start state. In each panel,
thick solid arcs indicate the intended computation path from
the start state v0 = i to the output state vℓ = f. The dotted
arc is the chord indicating the unidirectional reset process. In
panel (a), shaded subtrees represent extraneous predecessors
of the logical states at the root vd (d = 1, · · · , ℓ).

The first example is the model of Brownian logically re-
versible Turing machine (RTM) [4, 11], in which extrane-
ous predecessors are absent, |V (Td)| = 1 and |V (T∂−e)| =
0 (e ∈ E(Td)) for d = 0, · · · , ℓ = ℓ̃− 1. Then, Nd = d+1
and thus the right-hand side of Eq. (56) becomes,

2(1 + ℓ̃+ ℓ̃2)

3ℓ̃(1 + ℓ̃)
. (57)

For ℓ≫ 1, it approaches, 2/3 as was obtained before [4].
The second example is the case where the directed

rooted spanning tree forms a complete α-ary tree (α ≥ 2)
if we reverse arcs of the intended computation path
[Fig. 1 (a)]. This case, the right-hand side of Eq. (56)
becomes (Appendix E),

α(αℓ̃ − 1)(4 + α+ αℓ̃+1) + ℓ̃(α− 1)(1 + α+ 4αℓ̃+1)

(ℓ̃(1− α) + α(αℓ̃ − 1))2
.

(58)

The lower bound approaches 1 for ℓ≫ 1. This behavior
is reminiscent of the SNR observed for the token-based
Brownian circuit [4]. The weaker bound, which follows
from Eq. (56),

⟨⟨w2⟩⟩
⟨⟨w⟩⟩ ≥

ℓ∑

d=0

(
Nd∑ℓ
d=0Nd

)2

, (59)

explains this behavior: The right-hand side approaches
1 when the extraneous predecessors are concentrating on

the last subtree Tℓ, |V (Tℓ)| ≈ |V |. This condition is the
case for the complete α-ary tree-like graph, |V (Tℓ)|/|V | ≈
1− 1/α for ℓ≫ 1.
Figure 2 shows the SNR for a single reset (W = 1) ver-

sus the length of the intended computation path ℓ. The
top panel is for the Brownian RTM. The middle panel is
for the complete 3-ary tree-like graph shown in Fig. 1 (a).
In both panels, the analytic results, Eqs. (57) and (58)
(solid lines) fit the numerical results (filled squares) ob-
tained by the Gillespie algorithm. The SNR approaches√
3/2 in the top panel, while in the middle panel, the

SNR quickly approaches 1, i.e., the logical irreversibility
degrades the SNR.
In each panel, filled circles and the dashed line indi-

cate the mixed and pseudo-entropy bounds, Eqs. (21)
and (27),

Σmix

⟨⟨w⟩⟩ =
ℓ−1∑

d=0

1

2
ln

nstd
nstd+1

+ 1 =
1

2
ln ℓ̃+ 1 , (60)

Σpseudo

⟨⟨w⟩⟩ =

ℓ∑

d=0

⟨⟨w⟩⟩
2ℓ− 2d+ 1

= ln 2 +
1

2
Hℓ+1/2

≈ ln 2 +
γ

2
+

ln ℓ̃

2
. (61)

Here Hn is the n-th harmonic number, and γ is the Eu-
ler’s constant. Since the steady-state current only flows
along the cycle, the entropy production depends only on
the length of the intended computation path ℓ. It is in-
dependent of the number of the extraneous predecessors,
which is large, e.g., there are |V | − |Cc| = 3272 extra-
neous states for the complete 3-ary tree-like graph with
ℓ = 7 corresponding to the middle panel of Fig. 2. From
this respect, the mixed and pseudo-entropy bounds are
considered tight. However, they fail to capture the logi-
cal irreversibility and become logarithmically weaker for
the longer intended computation path.
The bottom panel of Fig. 2 corresponds to the 3-ary

tree-like graph, Fig. 1 (b). The SNR is bigger than
one and smaller than mixed and pseudo-entropy bounds.
Note that the average computation time itself, which
is the reciprocal of the average reset current 1/⟨⟨w⟩⟩ =∑ℓ

d=0(ℓ− d+ 1)|V (Td)|/Γ, increases with the number of
extraneous states. We also note that the schematic Brow-
nian computation models discussed here discard certain
features of potential Brownian computation models: The
token-based Brownian computation model [4] is concur-
rent and thus should contain many cycles in its graph.
These cycles change the steady-state probabilities and
alter the path-length dependence of mixed and pseudo-
entropy bounds.

V. CONCLUSION

Starting from the level 2.5 large deviation function,
we derive a lower bound of the Fano factor expressed
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FIG. 2. Plots of the signal-to-noise ratio S/N versus the
length of the intended computation path for (top) the Brown-
ian RTM, (middle) the complete 3-ary tree-like graph, Fig. 1
(a), and (bottom) the full 3-ary tree-like graph, Fig. 1 (b).
The results are for a single reset (W = 1). Filled squares are
numerical results obtained by the Gillespie algorithm with 105

samples. The numerical results of the top and middle panels
are fitted by the analytic solutions (solid lines). The mixed-
bound (60) (filled circles) and the pseudo-entropy bound (61)
(dashed line) are shown in all panels.

as a quadratic optimization problem in mesh currents
subjected to a linear constraint. By the duality trans-
formation and exploiting the root-to-node path matrix,
we effectively integrate out fluctuations of sojourn times
at all nodes when rates for bidirectional and unidirec-
tional transitions are uniform. The bound applied to
the schematic Brownian computation plus reset process
shows that the logical irreversibility reduces the signal-

to-noise ratio of the fluctuating computation time. It is
contrasted with the mixed and pseudo-entropy bounds,
which are independent of the logical irreversibility and
become weaker logarithmically in the length of the in-
tended computation path.
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Appendix A: Proof of the inequality (19)

Let us introduce a function,

f(x) = ψ(x) +
(x− 1)2

2
− (x− 1)3

6
+

(x− 1)4

3
. (A1)

The first and second derivatives are,

f ′(x) =− lnx+
(x− 1)(8x2 − 19x+ 17)

6
, (A2)

f ′′(x) =
(x− 1)2(4x− 1)

x
. (A3)

Since, f ′′(x) < 0 for 0 < x < 1/4 and f ′′(x) ≥ 0 for
1/4 ≤ x, f ′(x) is monotonically decreasing for 0 < x <
1/4 and weakly increasing for 1/4 ≤ x. The zeros of f ′(x)
are x = 1 and x = x∗; Since limx→+0 f

′(x) = ∞ and
f ′(1/4) = ln 4 − 51/32 = −0.207 · · · < 0, there exists x∗

such that 0 < x∗ < 1/4 and f ′(x∗) = 0. Then, f ′(x) ≤ 0
for x∗ ≤ x ≤ 1, and f ′(x) > 0 for 0 < x < x∗ and 1 < x.
Therefore, a local maximum and a local minimum exist at
x = x∗ and x = 1, respectively. Since limx→+0 f(x) = +0
and the local minimum is f(1) = 0, we conclude f(x) ≥ 0
for x > 0, which proves (19).

Appendix B: Proofs of Eqs. (33) and (34)

Equation (33) is calculated as, (Q)t,e = 1P∂−e←v0
(t)−

1P∂+e←v0
(t). If e ∈ E(T ), it is 1 only when t = e and 0

otherwise. If e ∈ E(T ∗), it is −1(1), when t(−t) is in the
cycle Ce. Therefore,

(Q)t,e =

{
δt,e (e ∈ E(T ))

1Ce(−t)− 1Ce(t) = Ft,e (e ∈ E(T ∗))
,

(B1)

which proves Eq. (33) [9].
We introduce δ±, the dual of ∂±, that maps V to E

as, δ±v = {e|∂±e = v ∧ e ∈ E}. By using this, the inci-
dence matrix is expressed as (D±)v,e = 1δ±v(e). Then
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(
D±BT

)
v,c

is calculated as,

(
D±BT

)
v,c

=
∑

e∈Cc

1δ±v(e) , (B2)

if the cycle Cc goes along the directions of twigs of T ,
and

(
D±BT

)
v,c

= 1δ±v(c)−
∑

t∈Cc−{c}

1δ±v(−t) , (B3)

if Cc goes in the direction opposite to T . Here we write
a path obtained from Cc by removing c as Cc − {c}. For
both equations, (B2) and (B3), we obtain

(
DBT

)
v,c

= 0,

which proves Eq. (34).

Appendix C: Φ matrix

We write a unit vector as, eTe =
[
ee(T )

T ee(T
∗)T
]
,

where ee(T ) ∈ R|E(T )| and ee(T
∗) ∈ R|E(T∗)|. Accord-

ingly,
[
Ω(T )
Ω(T ∗)

]
=

[ ∑
e′∈Euni∩E(T ) ee′(T )Ω

T
e′∑

e′∈Euni∩E(T∗) ee′(T
∗)ΩT

e′

]
. (C1)

By substituting them into Eq. (43), we obtain,

Φ =

[ (
I|E(T )| +Ω(T )

)−1
0

−Ω(T ∗)
(
I|E(T )| +Ω(T )

)−1
I|E(T∗)|

]
. (C2)

Appendix D: Derivations of Eq. (56)

By exploiting Eq. (16), the node state probability in
the steady-state is,

nstv = (ℓ− d+ 1)/Z , (v ∈ V (Td)) . (D1)

The 1×|E| cycle matrix is Bc,e = 1Cc(e). The nonzero
components of |E| × |E| matrix Φ is Φe,e = 1 for e ∈
E and Φc,t = −|V (T∂−t)|/|V | for t ∈ E(T ) and c ∈
E(T ∗) (Appendix C). The mesh current satisfying the
constraint is f = ⟨⟨w⟩⟩ = Γgc.

The number of node of subtree rooted at ∂−td is
|V (T∂−td)| =

∑ℓ
d′=d |V (Td′)|. By using this, we obtain,

∑

e∈Cc

Φe,td = 1− |V (T∂−td)|/|V | = Nd−1/|V | . (D2)

The relations mentioned above lead to,

BΦBT =

ℓ∑

d=1

∑

e∈Cc

Φe,td + 1 =

ℓ∑

d=0

Nd

|V | , (D3)

G2

⟨⟨w⟩⟩ =
ℓ∑

d=1

gtd
gc

( ∑

e′∈Cc

Φe′,td

)2

+

( ∑

e′∈Cc

Φe′,c

)2

+

ℓ∑

d=0

∑

e∈E(Td)

ge
gc

( ∑

e′∈Cc

Φe′,e

)2

(D4)

=

ℓ∑

d=0

(2ℓ− 2d+ 1)

(Nd

|V |

)2

+

ℓ∑

d=0

2(ℓ− d+ 1)

×
∑

e∈E(Td)

( |V (T∂−e)|
|V |

)2

, (D5)

where we used ge/gc = 2nstvd/n
st
vℓ

and
∑

e′∈Cc
Φe′,e = Φc,e

for e ∈ E(Td). By combining Eqs. (D3) and (D5), the

right-hand side of Eq. (56), G2⟨⟨w⟩⟩/
(
BΦBTf

)2
is ob-

tained.

Appendix E: Derivations of Eq. (58)

Let T (α, h) a complete α-ary tree of hight h. It con-

tains |V (T (α, h))| = ∑h
h′=0 α

h′ = (αh+1 − 1)/(α − 1)
nodes. In Td, there are N(T (α, h)) = αd−h−1(α − 1)
(h = 0, · · · , d− 1) such subtrees. Therefore,

|V (Td)| = 1 +

d−1∑

h=0

N(T (α, h)) = αd . (E1)

By exploiting these relations, we obtain,

Nd =
αd+1 − 1

α− 1
(E2)

ℓ∑

d=0

Nd =
1 + αℓ+2 + ℓ− α(ℓ+ 2)

(α− 1)2
, (E3)

∑

e∈E(Td)

|V (T∂−e)|2 =

d−1∑

h=0

N(T (α, h))|V (T (α, h))|2

=
αd[(1 + 2d)(1− a) + ad+1]− 1

(α− 1)2
.

(E4)

By substituting them into the right-hand side of Eq. (56),
we obtain Eq. (58).
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